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Background: To compare the microstructural integrity of the corticospinal tract (CST) between glioma 
patients with motor epilepsy and without epilepsy using mean apparent propagator magnetic resonance 
imaging (MAP-MRI).
Methods: A total of 26 patients with glioma adjacent to the CST pathway (10 with motor epilepsy and 
16 without epilepsy) and 13 matched healthy controls underwent brain structural and diffusion MRI. The 
morphological characteristics of the CST (tract volume, tract number, and average length) were extracted, 
and diffusion parameter values including mean squared displacement (MSD), q-space inverse variance (QIV), 
return-to-origin probability (RTOP), return-to-axis probabilities (RTAP), return-to-plane probabilities 
(RTPP), fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity 
(RD) along the CST were evaluated. The CST features were compared between healthy and affected sides 
and the relative CST features were compared across the three groups of participants. A receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted to assess the performance of each relative CST characteristic for 
glioma-induced CST changes.
Results: For patients without epilepsy, the tract number, tract volume, FA, RD, MSD, QIV, and RTAP 
changed significantly on the affected CST side compared with those on the healthy CST side (P=0.002, 
0.002, 0.030 0.017, 0.039, 0.044, and 0.002, respectively). In contrast, for patients with motor epilepsy, no 
significant difference was found between the affected and healthy side in almost all CST features except 
RTPP (P=0.028). Compared with patients with motor epilepsy, the relative tract number, tract volume, 
AD, and RTAP were significantly lower (P=0.027, 0.018, 0.040, and 0.027, respectively) in patients without 
epilepsy, and their areas under the curve (AUCs) were 0.763, 0.781, 0.744, and 0.763, respectively. No 
significant difference was found between patients with motor epilepsy and matched healthy controls.
Conclusions: The MAP-MRI is a promising approach for evaluating CST changes. It provides additional 
information reflecting the microstructural complexity of the CST and demonstrates the preserved 
microstructural integrity of the CST in glioma patients with motor epilepsy.
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Introduction

Brain tumor is an important cause of epilepsy alongside 
other common causes, such as hippocampal sclerosis (1). 
Seizure presents frequently as a symptom of many types 
of brain tumors, especially glioma (2,3). The mechanism 
of epileptogenesis in glioma is not fully understood, but is 
believed to be multifactorial (3). Electrographically, seizures 
arise from the peritumoral cortex in most patients with 
brain tumors due to changes in that specific area (4,5). The 
role of peritumoral white matter and the tumor itself is also 
important. Mechanical compression of peritumoral normal 
tissue such as white matter leads to ischemia and hypoxia 
in the affected tissue, which may finally develop into an 
epileptic focus (6). The internal relationship of genetic 
factors of the tumor, such as isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) 
mutation, could also be partially responsible for seizures (7).  
In addition, the tumor itself secretes chemical factors 
that can alter the peritumoral microenvironment, which 
gradually leads to seizures (3,6). Therefore, the peritumoral 
microenvironment is complex and warrants further study.

Motor seizure is a common type of tumor-associated 
seizure, which is characterized mainly by seizure with motor 
symptoms and subclassified as either simple or complex. The 
corticospinal tract (CST) is the principal tract for controlling 
primary motor activity from the motor cortex. As the CST 
plays an important role in the conduction of abnormal 
currents in patients with motor epilepsy, we hypothesized 
that there may be a potential association between the 
integrity of the CST and motor epilepsy. However, to date, 
no studies have investigated this association.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a widely used 
method for analyzing the effects of glioma on surrounding 
white matter such as the CST (8-14). Apart from the 
morphological characteristics of the CST, DTI also provides 
several diffusion indices including fractional anisotropy (FA), 
mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial 
diffusivity (RD). However, the simplified assumption of a 
Gaussian spin displacement distribution in DTI weakens 
its ability to interpret changes of the microstructure in 
and around tumors due to the high heterogeneity and 

complexity of glioma (9).
Mean apparent propagator magnetic resonance imaging 

(MAP-MRI) is a recently proposed diffusion model, which 
connects the diffusion-weighted imaging q-space with the spin 
displacements (15). It can efficiently measure the probability 
density function (PDF) of spin displacement and quantify 
useful metrics of this PDF indicative of diffusion in complex 
microstructures (9). These metrics include mean squared 
displacement (MSD), q-space inverse variance (QIV), return-
to-origin probability (RTOP), return-to-axis probabilities 
(RTAP), and return-to-plane probabilities (RTPP), 
which can increase the ability to differentiate tissues with 
distinct structural and architectural features with much less  
variability (16), thus better accounting for the microstructural 
characteristics in tissue. The RTOP, RTAP, and RTPP 
describe the probability of the water molecules that return 
to the origin, axis, and plane, respectively, with a high value 
denoting a constrained structure. The MSD can be treated 
as a high angular resolution analogue of the DTI-MD. The 
QIV can be interpreted as the inverse of the “variance” of q. 
It is equivalent to MSD for cases with Gaussian distribution; 
however, for non-Gaussian distribution, QIV performs 
similarly, which explains why the gray matter performs 
differently from white matter in QIV (17).

Despite the great potential of MAP-MRI in evaluating 
the relationship between glioma-related seizures and 
glioma-induced microstructural changes to the CST, 
until now, this approach has not been applied to this end. 
Therefore, the aim of this study was to employ both MAP-
MRI and DTI to compare the difference of CST features 
between glioma patients with motor epilepsy and those 
without epilepsy.

We present the following article in accordance with the 
STARD reporting checklist (available at https://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/qims-21-679).

Methods

Patients

This prospective study was conducted in accordance with 
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the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee Board of Fujian 
Medical University Union Hospital, and informed consent 
was provided by all participants.

Patients with suspected gliomas located in or adjacent 
to the CST pathway were enrolled in this study between 
March 2019 and January 2021 and underwent preoperative 
structural and diffusion MRI. Exclusion criteria were 
as follows: (I) incomplete imaging data or poor image 
quality such as those with motion artifacts; (II) without 
pathologically confirmed glioma; (III) both sides of the CST 
were impacted by a large tumor; (IV) non-motor epilepsy; 
(V) abnormal muscle strength of the upper or lower limbs; 
and (VI) minimal distance between the tumor and CST was 
more than 20 mm.

The screening process for participants is shown in Figure 1. 
This study finally included 26 glioma patients, with 17 
males and 9 females. The participants were then divided 
into two groups: motor epilepsy [10 patients, median age:  
41 years, interquartile range (IQR): 32–48 years] and 
without epilepsy (16 patients, median age: 50.5 years, IQR:  
37.5–62 years). Additionally, 13 gender- and age-matched 
volunteers aged 33–52 years were recruited as healthy controls.

Clinical and pathological information

Some clinical information of the participants including 

gender, age, duration of symptoms, and Karnofsky 
performance status (KPS) were acquired. The muscle 
strength in both upper and lower limbs was assessed using 
a clinical examination (grade 0–5) (18). Pathologically, the 
type and grade of the tumor were determined according 
to the World Health Organization (WHO) classification 
criteria (19). The IDH1R132H mutation status and Ki-
67 labeling index (LI) were also evaluated. Epilepsy was 
diagnosed according to clinical practice guidelines for the 
diagnosis of glioma-related epilepsy (20).

MRI acquisition

All image acquisitions were conducted on a 3T MR scanner 
(MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany) equipped with a 64-channel head coil. The 
structural MRI protocol included pre-contrast sagittal T1-
weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with 
gradient echo image (T1-MPRAGE) with a voxel size of 
0.9375×0.9375×0.9 mm3, axial T2-weighted (T2W) fast 
spin-echo (FSE) images, axial fluid-attenuated inversion 
recovery (FLAIR) T2W images, and subsequent contrast-
enhanced axial/sagittal/coronal FLAIR T1-weighted (T1W) 
images.

A grid sampling scheme was used to acquire 128 diffusion 
q-space samples, including 14 b values of 250, 500, 750, 
1,000, 1,250, 1,500, 2,000, 2,250, 2,500, 2,750, 3,000, 3,250, 

Figure 1 Screening process for the included glioma patients and healthy controls. EP, epilepsy.
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3,500, 4,000 s/mm2 along 3, 6, 4, 3, 12, 12, 6, 15, 12, 12, 
4, 12, 24, and 3 directions, respectively. The other scan 
parameters were repetition time (TR), 3,900 ms; echo time 
(TE), 88 ms; slice acceleration factor, 2; n GRAPPA, 2; field 
of view (FOV), 230×230 mm2; voxel size, 2.5×2.5×2.5 mm3,  
without gap and acquisition time, 8 min 44 sec. As the 
eddy current artifact produced by the grid sampling 
scheme cannot be corrected using eddy current correction, 
the bipolar pulse was used to handle eddy current at the 
sequence level (21).

Data postprocessing and evaluation

Calculation of diffusion parameter maps
All diffusion-weighted images underwent motion correction 
with the Diffusion Kit eddy tool (22). Afterwards, the 
six independent components of the diffusion tensor 
were estimated, and FA, MD, AD, and RD were further 
calculated. The MAP-MRI parameters were calculated 
using software developed in-house with Python, called 
NeuDiLab, which is based on an open-resource tool 
DIPY Toolbox (https://www.dipy.org/) (23). In brief, the 
MAP was fit with radial order of 6. No denoising was 
applied to the data prior to MAP fitting, but a positivity 
constraint and Laplacian regularization with a weighting 
of 0.05 were applied during fitting (16). These settings 
were recommended for robust fitting by the author of the 
DIPY MAP-MRI toolbox. Finally, MAP-MRI parameter 
maps, including MSD, QIV, RTOP, RTAP, and RTPP, were 
constructed.

CST tracking and quantification
The fiber pathways of the whole brain were reconstructed 
in DSI-studio (version 19 December 2019 build, http://dsi-
studio.labsolver.org/) using generalized q-sampling imaging 
(GQI) (24). The restricted diffusion was quantified using 
restricted diffusion imaging (25). The CST was tracked 
by two experienced radiologists (with 11 and 8 years of 
experience) blinded to the patient’s information together 
with a consensus reached for each participant. The CST 
was determined by the selection of fibers passing through 
seed and target regions of interest (ROIs). The seed ROIs 
were placed at the anterior cerebral peduncles and the 
target ROIs were placed at the primary motor cortex and 
its underlying white matter area, with the central sulcus 
serving as the posterior border (26). Then, the deterministic 
streamline tracking algorithm, Streamline (Euler), was 
performed to obtain the whole CST fiber tractography 

using the default tracking parameters in DSI-studio. To 
verify the reproducibility of the measurements, 10 glioma 
patients were randomly selected, and the two radiologists 
independently repeated the tracking of the CST for them. 
The tract number, average tract length, and tract volume of 
the CST were evaluated using the “tract statistics” function 
in DSI-studio. Subsequently, FA, MD, AD, RD, MSD, 
QIV, RTOP, RTAP, and RTPP values along the CST were 
calculated. The relative values of the affected CST were 
calculated as the ratios of the FA, MD, AD, RD, MSD, 
QIV, RTOP, RTAP, and RTPP of the affected side to those 
corresponding values of the healthy side. The relative values 
for healthy controls were calculated as the ratios of the left 
side to the right side. Finally, tumor size and the minimum 
distance between CST and tumor were measured by an 
experienced radiologist based on the structural MR images 
and those merged with the CSTs.

Evaluation of the tumor features on MRI
The tumor size was measured by an experienced radiologist 
who calculated the tumor volumes slice by slice using 
ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) on structural MR 
images. The total tumor size was the sum of the volumes 
of all tumor slices. The minimal distance between the CST 
and the tumor were evaluated on the structural MR images 
(such as T2-FLAIR) with CST marked in white, as shown 
in Figure S1. Moreover, cortical involvement by the tumor 
and abnormal peritumoral area affecting the CST were also 
evaluated.

Statistical analysis

The software SPSS 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) 
was used for statistical analyses. Intraclass correlation 
coefficients were calculated to verify the reproducibility of 
the measurements between the two radiologists. The paired 
Wilcoxon test was performed to compare the differences 
between the CST characteristics including the tract 
number, average tract length, tract volume, AD, RD, FA, 
MD, MSD, QIV, RTAP, RTOP, and RTPP on the affected 
side and those on the healthy side for glioma patients, and 
also between the CST characteristics on the left side and 
those on the right side for healthy controls. The Mann-
Whitney U test was further conducted to compare the 
relative CST characteristics across participants with motor 
epilepsy, patients without epilepsy, and healthy controls. A 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was finally 
plotted to further assess the diagnostic performance of each 

http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org/
http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org/
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/QIMS-21-679-supplementary.pdf
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relative CST characteristic for glioma-induced epilepsy.

Results

Demographic characteristics of participants

A total of 39 participants were finally included in this 
study, including 10 glioma patients with motor epilepsy, 16 
glioma patients without epilepsy, and 13 matched healthy 
controls. The demographic, clinical, and pathological 
information of participants are listed in Table 1. The time 
interval between MRI data collection and surgery was less 
than 4 weeks. No significant difference was found across 
the three groups for age and gender (P=0.253 and 0.298). In 
glioma patients, seizures were present in 54.55% (6 of 11)  
of participants with grade II gliomas, 40% (2 of 5) of 
participants with grade III gliomas, and 20% (2 of 10) of 
participants with grade IV gliomas. Compared with glioma 
patients without epilepsy, the glioma patients with motor 
epilepsy showed great similarities in the KPS, disease 
duration, minimal distance between CST and tumor, ratio 
of cortical involvement, ratio of abnormal peritumoral area 

affecting the CST, recurrence ratio, tumor grade, and IDH1 
mutation ratio (P>0.05 for all), but the tumor size and Ki-
67 LI were significantly lower in glioma patients with motor 
epilepsy (P=0.018 and 0.042).

Reproducibility of the CST measurements

The intraobserver agreement was found to be good between 
the two radiologists for the randomly selected 10 glioma 
patients since the intraclass correlation coefficients were 
between 0.756 and 0.999, as shown in Table S1.

Changes of CST features on the affected side in glioma 
patients

For all the glioma patients, the MD, RD, MSD, and 
QIV on the affected CST side were significantly higher 
compared with those on the healthy side (P=0.028, 0.012, 
0.014, and 0.012, respectively). The tract number, tract 
volume, FA, and RTAP on the affected CST side were 
significantly lower compared with those on the healthy side 

Table 1 Demographic, clinical, and pathological characteristics of the participants

Characteristics Glioma without EP Glioma with motor EP Healthy controls P value

N 16 10 13 –

Age (years) 50.50 (37.50–62.00) 41.00 (32.00–48.00) 47.00 (33.00–52.00) 0.253

Gender (male), n (%) 10 (62.50) 7 (70.00) 5 (38.46) 0.298

KPS 90.00 (75.00–90.00) 90.00 (70.00–90.00) – 0.909

Disease duration (days) 30.00 (12.00–60.00) 90.00 (7.00–210.00) – 0.330

Tumor size (cm3) 34.20 (26.74–70.82) 18.96 (5.93–32.05) – 0.018*

Cortical involvement, n (%) 13 (81.25) 10 (100.00) – 0.262

Abnormal peritumoral area affecting the CST, n (%) 3 (18.75) 4 (40.00) – 0.369

Minimal distance between CST and tumor (mm) 9.42 (5.38–14.28) 8.81 (3.36–16.41) – 0.712

Recurrent, n (%) 2 (12.50) 2 (20.00) – 0.625

Ki-67 LI (%) 17.50 (5.50–50.00) 4.50 (2.00–25.00) – 0.042*

Tumor grade, n (%) 0.325

Grade II 5 (31.25) 6 (60.00) –

Grade III 3 (18.75) 2 (20.00) –

Grade IV 8 (50.00) 2 (20.00) –

IDH1 mutation, n (%) 8 (50.00) 6 (60.00) – 0.677

Data were presented as median (interquartile range) or n (%). *, represented a statistical difference (P<0.05). EP, epilepsy; KPS, Karnofsky 
performance status; CST, corticospinal tract; Ki-67 LI, Ki-67 labeling index; IDH, isocitrate dehydrogenase.

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/QIMS-21-679-supplementary.pdf
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(P=0.002, 0.002, 0.030, and 0.004, respectively). The results 
are shown in Table 2.

For glioma patients with motor epilepsy, no significant 
difference was found between the affected side and the 
healthy side for almost all CST features (P>0.05 for all), 
with the exception of RTPP (P=0.028). For glioma patients 
without epilepsy, RD, MSD, and QIV on the affected CST 
side were significantly higher compared with those on the 
healthy side (P=0.017, 0.039, and 0.044, respectively). The 
tract number, tract volume, FA, and RTAP on the affected 
CST side were significantly lower compared with those 
on the healthy side (P=0.002, 0.002, 0.030, and 0.002, 
respectively). The results are shown in Table 3.

No significant difference was found in all the CST 
features between the left and right sides for health controls 
(P>0.05 for all).

Changes of relative CST features in glioma patients

There was no significant difference for all relative CST 
features between healthy controls and participants with 
motor epilepsy (P>0.05 for all). However, compared with 

glioma patients with motor epilepsy, the relative CST 
features including the tract number, tract volume, AD, and 
RTAP in glioma patients without epilepsy were significantly 
lower (P=0.027, 0.018, 0.040, and 0.027, respectively). 
These results are shown in detail in Table 4, and the 
corresponding box and whisker plots are shown in Figure 
2. In Figure 3 and Figure S2, 3 representative participants 
demonstrating the CST changes in glioma patients with 
motor epilepsy and without epilepsy are displayed.

ROC analysis

A ROC curve was plotted to assess the diagnostic 
performance of the relative CST characteristics in 
comparing glioma patients with motor epilepsy and those 
without epilepsy. In distinguishing the glioma patients with 
motor epilepsy and those without epilepsy, the relative tract 
volume had a slightly higher performance with an AUC 
of 0.781 (sensitivity of 70% and a specificity of 81.25%). 
Tract number and MAP-RTAP came second, with AUCs of 
0.763 and 0.763, respectively (sensitivity of 80% and 80%, 
and specificity of 75% and 81.25%, respectively). This was 

Table 2 Changes of CST features on the affected side for all glioma patients

CST feature
Glioma patients (n=26) Healthy controls (n=13)

Affected CST Healthy CST Z P value Left CST Right CST Z P value

Tract number 470 (196–732) 794 (596–887) −3.086 0.002* 495 (483–643) 629 (519–863) −1.782 0.075

Mean tract length 
(cm)

14.155  
(13.792–14.729)

14.235  
(13.642–14.842)

−0.317 0.751 13.463  
(13.240–13.858)

13.368  
(13.254–13.756)

−0.804 0.422

Tract volume (cm3) 5.563 (3.749–6.568) 7.239 (6.360–8.115) −3.035 0.002* 6.130 (4.955–6.725) 6.202 (5.954–6.867) −1.363 0.173

DTI-AD 0.850 (0.833–0.864) 0.842 (0.830–0.868) −0.063 0.949 0.835 (0.820–0.844) 0.842 (0.829–0.848) −0.874 0.382

DTI-FA 0.513 (0.490–0.539) 0.539 (0.497–0.568) −2.172 0.030* 0.515 (0.500–0.535) 0.522 (0.503–0.542) −1.153 0.249

DTI-MD 0.500 (0.483–0.518) 0.491 (0.484–0.502) −2.197 0.028* 0.490 (0.482–0.496) 0.491 (0.481–0.501) −0.594 0.552

DTI-RD 0.326 (0.304–0.340) 0.312 (0.303–0.330) −2.502 0.012* 0.318 (0.308–0.326) 0.319 (0.306–0.330) −0.245 0.807

MAP-MSD 14.813  
(14.186–15.456)

14.279  
(13.972–15.255)

−2.451 0.014* 14.359  
(13.990–14.646)

14.392  
(13.809–14.675)

−1.503 0.133

MAP-QIV 10.284 (8.854–11.841) 9.170 (8.576–11.206) −2.502 0.012* 9.337 (8.649–9.844) 9.329 (8.702–10.202) −1.153 0.249

MAP-RTAP 8.500 (7.420–9.137) 9.119 (8.327–9.496) −2.908 0.004* 9.260 (8.866–9.640) 9.207 (8.753–9.598) −1.153 0.249

MAP-RTOP 4.178 (3.438–6.362) 4.889 (4.245–6.480) −0.927 0.354 8.093 (6.064–10.225) 8.641 (5.869–14.958) −0.035 0.972

MAP-RTPP 5.250 (5.099–5.327) 5.268 (5.152–5.367) −1.257 0.209 5.390 (5.321–5.409) 5.373 (5.353–5.410) −1.013 0.311

Data were presented as median (interquartile range). *, represented a statistical difference (P<0.05). CST, corticospinal tract; DTI,  
diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent  
propagator; MSD, mean squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin  
probability; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities.

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/QIMS-21-679-supplementary.pdf
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Table 4 Changes of relative CST features in glioma patients with motor epilepsy compared with those without epilepsy

Relative CST  
feature

Group 1: healthy  
controls (n=13)

Group 2: glioma 
patients with motor 

epilepsy (n=10)

Group 3: glioma  
patients without  
epilepsy (n=16)

Group 1 vs. Group 2 Group 2 vs. Group 3

Z P value Z P value

Tract number 0.903 (0.670–0.982) 0.924 (0.804–1.089) 0.501 (0.109–0.795) −0.372 0.710 −2.214 0.027*

Mean tract length 0.991 (0.981–1.009) 1.009 (0.980–1.026) 0.986 (0.961–1.014) −0.682 0.495 −1.212 0.225

Tract volume 0.903 (0.793–1.120) 0.975 (0.860–1.144) 0.682 (0.283–0.915) −0.434 0.664 −2.372 0.018*

DTI-AD 0.993 (0.983–1.007) 1.010 (0.998–1.015) 0.994 (0.970–1.007) −1.861 0.063 −2.055 0.040*

DTI-FA 0.987 (0.959–1.015) 1.003 (0.988–1.015) 0.968 (0.948–0.986) −0.868 0.385 −1.687 0.092

DTI-MD 0.998 (0.986–1.013) 1.007 (0.995–1.038) 1.012 (0.992–1.033) −1.364 0.172 <0.001 1.000

DTI-RD 0.996 (0.987–1.010) 1.009 (0.977–1.059) 1.042 (1.008–1.079) −0.992 0.321 −1.107 0.268

MAP-MSD 1.019 (0.992–1.023) 1.018 (0.990–1.046) 1.032 (0.996–1.050) −0.434 0.664 −0.685 0.493

MAP-QIV 0.978 (0.962–1.009) 1.030 (1.002–1.132) 1.042 (1.005–1.168) −1.550 0.121 −0.316 0.752

MAP-RTAP 0.983 (0.954–1.014) 0.997 (0.977–1.028) 0.948 (0.880–0.968) −0.558 0.577 −2.214 0.027*

MAP-RTOP 1.082 (0.634–1.114) 0.919 (0.898–1.005) 0.920 (0.739–1.344) −1.240 0.215 −0.211 0.833

MAP-RTPP 0.996 (0.989–1.005) 0.986 (0.980–1.001) 1.002 (0.987–1.006) −1.861 0.063 −1.054 0.292

Data were presented as median (interquartile range). *, represented a statistical difference (P<0.05). CST, corticospinal tract; DTI,  
diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent  
propagator; MSD, mean squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin  
probability; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities.

Table 3 Changes of CST features on the affected side for glioma patients with motor epilepsy and patients without epilepsy

CST feature
Glioma patients with motor epilepsy (n=10) Glioma patients without epilepsy (n=16)

Affected CST Healthy CST Z P value Affected CST Healthy CST Z P value

Tract number 695 (437–950) 801 (594–872) −0.561 0.575 318 (86–501.5) 787.5 (622–911.5) −3.154 0.002*

Mean tract length 
(cm)

13.897  
(13.676–14.175)

13.587  
(13.325–14.079)

−0.764 0.445 14.430  
(14.025–15.011)

14.558  
(14.235–15.122)

−0.827 0.408

Tract volume (cm3) 6.224 (5.347–7.305) 6.847 (5.583–7.878) −0.357 0.721 4.833 (2.455–6.057) 7.239 (6.561–8.271) −3.103 0.002*

DTI-AD 0.851 (0.843–0.863) 0.835 (0.827–0.868) −1.784 0.074 0.845 (0.827–0.865) 0.851 (0.838–0.868) −1.344 0.179

DTI-FA 0.504 (0.462–0.534) 0.496 (0.471–0.568) −.051 0.959 0.516 (0.509–0.540) 0.542 (0.521–0.563) −2.172 0.030*

DTI-MD 0.506 (0.48–0.519) 0.494 (0.483–0.502) −1.376 0.169 0.500 (0.490–0.510) 0.491 (0.486–0.503) −1.706 0.088

DTI-RD 0.326 (0.305–0.349) 0.316 (0.303–0.338) −0.866 0.386 0.326 (0.304–0.336) 0.310 (0.300–0.315) −2.379 0.017*

MAP-MSD 14.757  
(14.186–15.39)

14.418  
(14.096–15.213)

−1.274 0.203 14.827  
(14.134–15.672)

14.279  
(13.835–15.277)

−2.068 0.039*

MAP-QIV 10.248 (8.854–11.851) 9.498 (8.95–10.795) −1.478 0.139 10.284 (8.951–11.687) 9.126 (8.568–11.255) −2.017 0.044*

MAP-RTAP 8.703 (7.388–9.357) 9.049 (7.522–9.307) −0.255 0.799 8.381 (7.656–9.073) 9.134 (8.361–9.524) −3.051 0.002*

MAP-RTOP 4.058 (3.438–4.981) 4.261 (3.931–5.427) −1.580 0.114 4.718 (3.432–12.630) 5.485 (4.473–7.947) −0.052 0.959

MAP-RTPP 5.247 (5.127–5.294) 5.334 (5.152–5.376) −2.191 0.028* 5.250 (5.067–5.354) 5.240 (5.139–5.352) −0.362 0.717

Data were presented as median (interquartile range). *, represented a statistical difference (P<0.05). CST, corticospinal tract; DTI,  
diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent  
propagator; MSD, mean squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin  
probability; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities.
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followed by DTI-AD, with an AUC of 0.744 (a sensitivity 
of 70% and a specificity of 75%), as shown in Figure 4. The 
other relative features had relatively low AUCs, as shown in 
Table 5.

Discussion

In this study, both MAP-MRI and DTI were employed to 
compare the CST features between the affected and healthy 
side, and compare the relative CST features across healthy 
controls, glioma patients with motor epilepsy, and those 

without epilepsy. It was found that many CST features 
changed significantly on the affected side in glioma patients, 
especially in those without epilepsy. Moreover, some 
relative CST features also changed significantly in patients 
without epilepsy.

For glioma patients without epilepsy, RD, MSD, and QIV 
were found to be significantly higher on the affected CST 
side, whereas the tract number, tract volume, FA, and RTAP 
were significantly lower on the affected CST side compared 
with those on the healthy side. Moreover, the relative CST 
features including the tract number, tract volume, AD, and 

Figure 2 Changes of relative CST features in glioma patients and healthy controls. Box and whisker plots of the relative morphological (A), 
DTI (B), and MAP-MRI (C,D) features of the CST which showed that the relative CST features including the tract number, tract volume, 
DTI-AD, and MAP-RTAP in glioma patients without epilepsy were significantly lower compared with glioma patients with motor epilepsy 
(*). In contrast, no significant changes were found in all the relative CST features between healthy controls and glioma patients with motor 
epilepsy. CST, corticospinal tract; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; MAP, mean apparent propagator; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; 
AD, axial diffusivity; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MSD, mean 
squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin probability; EP, epilepsy; 
HC, healthy control.
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Figure 3 The MAP-MRI features of CST marked on pre-contrast 3D T1W images demonstrating the changes of the CST in glioma patients 
with motor epilepsy and without epilepsy in 3 representative participants. The patient (A) was a 57-year-old male with oligodendroglioma 
(WHO grade II), but without epilepsy. On the affected CST side, diffuse and obvious changes were found in MSD (increase), QIV 
(increase), RTAP (decrease), and RTOP (decrease), whereas change was not obvious in RTPP. The patient (B) was a 70-year-old  
male with diffuse astrocytoma (WHO grade II) and motor epilepsy. On the affected CST side, a focal increase was found in MSD and QIV, 
but changes were not obvious in RTAP, RTOP, and RTPP. The subject (C) was a 54-year-old healthy male. All the CST features had good 
bilateral symmetry. MAP, mean apparent propagator; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; CST, corticospinal tract; T1W, T1-weighted; 
WHO, World Health Organization; MSD, mean squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; 
RTOP, return-to-origin probability; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities.

RTAP were significantly higher in glioma patients without 
epilepsy. These changes suggest that the integrity of the 
CST might have been damaged in glioma patients without 
epilepsy, but the changes were not significant enough to 
cause a decrease in muscle strength, as all participants in this 
study had normal muscle strength. Gliomas vary in nuclear 
pleomorphism, hypercellularity, endothelial proliferation, 
and microvascular density, which may result in the disruption 
of myelin and axonal membranes in and around the tumor 
location and explain the corresponding imaging changes on 
the affected CST side.

For glioma patients with motor epilepsy, no significant 
difference was found between the affected side and the 
healthy side for almost all CST features except the RTPP, 
and no significant difference was found for all the relative 
CST features compared with healthy controls. These 
changes may indicate that the integrity of the CST is well 
preserved in glioma patients with motor epilepsy, which 

may be one reason for the finding that glioma patients 
with motor epilepsy had better prognoses in previous 
studies. It was reported that the occurrence of epileptic 
seizures independently impacted glioma prognosis, as both 
progression-free survival and overall survival were longer in 
glioma patients with a history of epileptic seizures for both 
low-grade glioma and high-grade glioma (6,27-29).

The relative CST features (AD and RTAP) were 
significantly higher in patients without epilepsy compared 
with those in patients with motor epilepsy, indicating that 
axial diffusion changes can serve as markers of glioma-
related invasive change. The ROC curve demonstrated that 
RTAP had an AUC similar to that of AD, indicating that 
MAP-MRI parameters have a similar sensitivity to the DTI 
parameter for detecting integrity of the CST. However, for 
glioma patients with motor epilepsy, only RTPP decreased 
significantly on the affected side compared with the healthy 
side, which may indicate that MAP-MRI parameters may 
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Figure 4 ROC curves for the differentiation of glioma patients with motor epilepsy from those without epilepsy. ROC curves distinguishing 
the glioma patients with motor epilepsy and without epilepsy showed that relative DTI-AD and MAP-RTAP had AUCs of 0.744 and 
0.763, respectively (A). The tract number and tract volume also had similar AUCs of 0.763 and 0.781, respectively (B). ROC, receiver 
operating characteristic curve; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent propagator; RTAP, return-to-axis 
probabilities; AUC, area under the curve.

Table 5 ROC diagnostic performance of the relative CST features in evaluating the CST changes between patients with motor epilepsy and those 
without epilepsy

Relative CST features AUC Threshold value Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Tract number 0.763 0.751 80.00 75.00

Mean tract length 0.644 1.006 60.00 75.00

Tract volume 0.781 0.924 70.00 81.25

DTI-AD 0.744 1.004 70.00 75.00

DTI-FA 0.700 0.987 80.00 81.25

DTI-MD 0.500 1.009 60.00 56.25

DTI-RD 0.631 1.013 60.00 75.00

MAP-MSD 0.581 1.025 70.00 50.00

MAP-QIV 0.537 1.064 70.00 43.75

MAP-RTAP 0.763 0.974 80.00 81.25

MAP-RTOP 0.525 1.259 100.00 31.25

MAP-RTPP 0.625 0.988 70.00 75.00

ROC, receiver operating characteristic curve; CST, corticospinal tract; AUC, area under the curve; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial 
diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent propagator; MSD, mean squared 
displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, return-to-axis probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin probability; RTPP, return-to-plane 
probabilities.
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be more sensitive in demonstrating the subtle changes in 
the CST microenvironment for glioma patients with motor 
epilepsy. These MAP parameters that encode directional 
information were shown to be suitable for characterizing 
complex diffusion in anisotropic tissues and had great 
potential in distinguishing white matter biomarkers for 
axonal loss or demyelination (16).

Some confounding factors were excluded in this 
study. Firstly, glioma patients with motor weakness were 
excluded, as damage of the CST caused by glioma can 
result in motor weakness (8,12) and some features of the 
CST were significantly different between patients with 
motor weakness and those of the normal group (12,26). In 
addition, it has been reported that CST features such as 
FA vary across individuals and ages but have good bilateral 
symmetry (30). Therefore, the relative CST features 
were taken to minimize the effects of age and individual 
variation. Furthermore, the minimal distance from tumor 
to CST, cortical involvement of the tumor, and abnormal 
peritumoral area affecting the CST may constitute other 
probable factors. However, in this study, no significant 
difference was found in the minimal distance between 
tumor and CST, ratio of cortical involvement, and abnormal 
peritumoral area affecting the CST between glioma patients 
with motor epilepsy and those without epilepsy, as shown in 
Table 1.

In addition, this study revealed that seizures were present 
in 54.55% (6 of 11) of participants with grade II gliomas, 
40% (2 of 5) of those with grade III gliomas, and 20% (2 of 
10) of those with grade IV gliomas, which is similar to the 
findings of previous studies (3,31). As an indicator of cellular 
proliferation, the Ki-67 LI was found to be significantly 
lower in patients with motor epilepsy compared with that 
in those without epilepsy. This finding was also consistent 
with the previously reported values (6). Smaller tumor size 
was found in participants with motor epilepsy. We speculate 
that smaller or slow-growing tumors provide enough 
time for seizures to develop, whereas fast-growing tumors 
easily destroy the integrity of the CST, thus affecting the 
conduction of epileptic currents. This was consistent with 
a previous study of high-grade tumors (32). However, the 
reverse was found with low-grade tumors in other studies, 
where patients with large tumors were more likely to 
present with seizures than those with small tumors (33).  
Due to our small sample size, a larger cohort is of great 
necessity to draw further conclusions.

There are some limitations to this study. Tumor grade, 
motor weakness, and cortical involvement by the tumor 

were confounding factors in this study. We followed strict 
inclusion and exclusion criteria to obtain homogenous data 
and excluded some of the possible confounding factors 
such as motor weakness. However, subgroup analyses for 
other factors were not possible due to the small sample 
size involved, especially for the participants with motor 
epilepsy. Therefore, a larger cohort may be needed to draw 
a further conclusion. Another limitation is that there were 7 
participants with abnormal peritumoral areas affecting the 
CST. An abnormal peritumoral area with T2-hyperintensity 
can be edema or a non-contrast enhancing tumor, and 
the diffusion parameters of the CST might be affected if 
the abnormal peritumoral area is masked with the CST. 
However, Fisher’s exact test did not reveal a significant 
difference in the ratio of abnormal peritumoral area affecting 
the CST between glioma patients with motor epilepsy and 
those without epilepsy. Therefore, we believe the conclusions 
are still credible and valuable for clinical practice.

Conclusions

The MAP-MRI is a promising method to evaluate CST 
changes in glioma patients by providing additional 
information on microstructural complexity. It can also 
demonstrate the preserved microstructural integrity of 
the CST in glioma patients with motor epilepsy, which 
may further elucidate the mechanism of motor epilepsy 
associated with glioma.
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Supplementary

Figure S1 Measuring the tumor size and the minimal distance between the CST and the tumor. Tumor size was measured by an experienced 
radiologist who calculated the size slice by slice using ImageJ on structural MR images such as T2-FLAIR as shown in the upper row. The 
total tumor size was the sum of the volumes of all tumor slices. The minimal distance between the CST and the tumor was evaluated on 
structural MR images (such as T2-FLAIR) with CST marked in white, as shown in the bottom row. CST, corticospinal tract; MR, magnetic 
resonance; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery.
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Figure S2 Changes of the CST in glioma patients with motor epilepsy and without epilepsy demonstrated by the DTI features of the CST 
marked on pre-contrast 3D T1W images of 3 representative participants. The patient (A) was a 57-year-old male with oligodendroglioma 
(WHO grade II), but without epilepsy. On the affected CST side, a diffuse and obvious increase was found in AD, MD, and RD, whereas 
change was not obvious in FA. The patient (B) was a 70-year-old male with diffuse astrocytoma (WHO grade II) and motor epilepsy. On 
the affected CST side, a focal increase was found in MD and RD, but no obvious changes were found in AD and FA. The participant (C) 
was a 54-year-old healthy male. All the CST features had good bilateral symmetry. CST, corticospinal tract; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; 
T1W, T1-weighted; WHO, World Health Organization; AD, axial diffusivity; MD, mean diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; FA, fractional 
anisotropy.

A

B
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Table S1 Inter-observer variability of measurements for 10 randomly selected glioma patients

Region CST feature Intraclass correlation coefficient (95% CI) P value

Left CST Tract number 0.929 (0.743–0.982) <0.001

Mean tract length (cm) 0.993 (0.971–0.998) <0.001

Tract volume (cm3) 0.756 (0.283–0.933) 0.004

DTI-AD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.994 (0.976–0.999) <0.001

DTI-FA 0.997 (0.986–0.999) <0.001

DTI-MD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.998 (0.993–1.000) <0.001

DTI-RD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.995 (0.979–0.999) <0.001

MAP-MSD (×10−5 mm2/s) 0.991 (0.964–0.998) <0.001

MAP-QIV (×10−10 mm5/s) 0.996 (0.984–0.999) <0.001

MAP-RTAP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.999 (0.996–1.000) <0.001

MAP-RTOP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.999 (0.995–1.000) <0.001

MAP-RTPP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.995 (0.980–0.999) <0.001

Right CST Tract number 0.904 (0.663–0.975) <0.001

Mean tract length (cm) 0.997 (0.988–0.999) <0.001

Tract volume (cm3) 0.860 (0.535–0.963) <0.001

DTI-AD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.991 (0.966–0.998) <0.001

DTI-FA 0.998 (0.990–0.999) <0.001

DTI-MD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.997 (0.988–0.999) <0.001

DTI-RD (×103 mm−2/s) 0.995 (0.981–0.999) <0.001

MAP-MSD (×10−5 mm2/s) 0.994 (0.976–0.999) <0.001

MAP-QIV (×10−10 mm5/s) 0.989 (0.957–0.997) <0.001

MAP-RTAP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.999 (0.996–1.000) <0.001

MAP-RTOP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.996 (0.985–0.999) <0.001

MAP-RTPP (×103 mm−2/s) 0.993 (0.973–0.998) <0.001

CI, confidence interval; CST, corticospinal tract; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean 
diffusivity; RD, radial diffusivity; MAP, mean apparent propagator; MSD, mean squared displacement; QIV, q-space inverse variance; RTAP, 
return-to-axis probabilities; RTOP, return-to-origin probability; RTPP, return-to-plane probabilities.


